Isolation and enrichment of human genomic CpG islands by methylation-sensitive mirror orientation selection.
CpG islands (CGIs) in human genomic DNA are GC-rich fragments whose aberrant methylation is associated with human disease development. In the current study, methylation-sensitive mirror orientation selection (MS-MOS) was developed to efficiently isolate and enrich unmethylated CGIs from human genomic DNA. The unmethylated CGIs prepared by the MS-MOS procedure subsequently were used to construct a CGI library. Then the sequence characteristics of cloned inserts of the library were analyzed by bioinformatics tools, and the methylation status of CGI clones was analyzed by HpaII PCR. The results showed that the MS-MOS method could be used to isolate up to 0.001% of differentially existed unmethylated DNA fragments in two complex genomic DNA. In the CGI library, 34.1% of clones had insert sequences satisfying the minimal criteria for CGIs. Excluding duplicates, 22.0% of the 80,000 clones were unique CGI clones, representing 60% of all the predicted CGIs (about 29,000) in human genomic DNA, and most or all of the CGI clones were unmethylated in human normal cell DNA based on the HpaII PCR analysis results of randomly selected CGI clones. In conclusion, MS-MOS was an efficient way to isolate and enrich human genomic CGIs. The method has powerful potential application in the comprehensive identification of aberrantly methylated CGIs associated with human tumorigenesis to improve understanding of the epigenetic mechanisms involved.